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This manual is about the travel experience told

in the life2sic project, that in 2018-2019 crossed

six italian regions, realized 80 stops by bicycle

and hosted by 60 accommodation facilities

(hotel, farmhouses, b&b) and rode over 5 km by

bike and 10.000 km by minivan. A project, that

put together over 50 people, including

researchers, communication experts,

development economists, 4 travel guides Fiab

(Italian Federation Environment and Bicycle).

People between the age of 35-65 years old, of

which, 2/3 are men and 1/3 are women. All are

suitable for sport activities , but not particularly

trained; all are able to take part in 60 km

middle stops with a maximum difference in

height uphill and slopes of not over 10 %.

Thanks to the trip and to the interviews with

the people we met, we can make general

assumptions in order to understand what is the

bike rider’s optimal behavior. A Vib bike

traveler rides with his/her bike or, in case of not

having one the Vib can rent an high-quality

one, in terms of muscle and e-bike. High-

performance bikes, which are to be efficiently

equipped, ship-shaped and well calibrated. The

traveler has to leave with an assistant kit, have

people in the group, who are capable of making

small repairs and set the bike in order to

guarantee the maximum efficiency. The Vib is

not a cycle tourist or a cycle traveler, it is a

person, who loves to ride a bike in the free time

or in the daily life, but it’s not a sporty type of

person, who doesn’t look for the performance.
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W H E R E  W E  A R E  N O W

We are at the highest point we've been since 2002. Congratulations to everyone!

The vib is a tourist, who understood that the

trip itself is an essential part of the tourism

experience, enjoying the view during the stop

and it is not only to reach and enjoy the

touristic spot. The vib is bicycle rider, who

can take a path, a road and short cuts in order

to have less restrictions. The vib is a tourist,

who is willing to spend, especially if it is a

stranger, to buy travel packets of a middle-

high value. (Fiab data). The vib cares for the

environment and for the correct waste

management.

The vib group has to include 6/12 tourists accompanied by a minivan driver, a cycling guide

and environment experts at the parks and at the natural landmarks. The driver can be a local,

who sleeps at home, whereas the cycling guide will sleep with the group in order to help them

with the maintenance, to tell about the recent stop and the next day one. This group of a

maximum of 14 bike rider has more chances to ride together, to listen carefully to the guides

and not to affect the  car traffic.
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Maintenanceand culture (Tuscania)

The VAN The optimal group
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The e-bike is a fascinating vehicle as the electric auto are

today. It’s an object that has its own pros and cons for the

Vib:

Pros: reduces the fatigue, allows people, who are not

physically trained or with small physical problems to take

middle-long paths, is quiet and ecological, there are

different models according the different usages.

Cons: it’s a mid-high- range product at a consistent price,

which needs a specialized maintenance, it’s heavy (to be

carried in the car or to ride if the battery is flat), it has

been technologically developed(each year the product

improves and the previous model devalues).

Travelers solutions  : it is recommended to rent the bike,

to not carry it and to keep up with the innovation and to

have a guarantee of efficiency.

Hotel solutions: even for the operators is recommended

the rent instead of the transport. There has to be

territorial rental market to guarantee the tourist the

possibility to leave the e-bike in a different place from the

where it had been rented. In addition, the market can

satisfy more customers, offering a wider variety of

products than the only operator’s investment.
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The ride trip has to be well planned. It is not recommended to travel extemporaneously.

Traveling by bike implies a series of unforeseen problem, that could slow down the bikers,

especially if we don’t know where to go or we get lost, the trip can be frustrating. Before

leaving, the path has to be completely tracked: starting points, streets (fondo), endings, the

landmarks crossed and visited. Time is to be scheduled, taking also into consideration the time

to deal with the unexpected.

The group at a truck stop

Bike workshop Bike Caffe San Nicola LE landscape features Lazio 2018
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Puncture: Often the tyre get punctured along the path

and the white streets ;it would take 15 minutes between

dwell times and reparations.

Small break: drop out, chain , brake pads: they work easily

if the single parts are not cleaned and lubricated ; time

reparation 30 minutes. It is important to travel with the

essential spare parts.

Big breaks  ( wheel, gear shift…) are linked to falls, it has

to wait for the van to pick up the biker along with the bike

and look for a bike workshop. ( it is necessary to have a

territorial map marked with all the efficient repair

workshops.

Rain: you keep going as long as there’s good visibility and

safety, if not , we wait until it stops.

Falls: less dangerous along the paths or uphill (minor

speed), more dangerous uphill.

Lose track: picking in on the guide, who should be

independent from the GPR, you should not only rely on

the smartphone.

Fatigue: if a group member can’t keep up, can be picked

up by the van in accordance with the driver it is normal to

not being in shape for a day. The bike trip is not a

competition.
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Airports, ports, stations , motorway

exits.

The vib comes from big centers or

transit from the hub. The starting

point  has to be comfortable with a no

complex intermodality and therefore,

it’s better to predict not more than a

second bike in addition to the one

rode to reach an international hub

(airport, high-speed station, ports).

 The vib comes accompanied or alone,

but at the starting point, the Vib has to

feel the trip atmosphere and know

that from there, the Vib will leave with

the bike surrounded by nature.

The stop destinations has to be distanced of not over 40 km on the main street , because the “

real” cycling ride is averagely 50% higher than the path on the main street. If the the path is

totally plain, it is possible to foresee a longer stop, taking the risk of not finding the safest

streets for the bikers. The montane stops, when possible,  have to be ridden from upstream to

downstream, organizing the group transfer with other means of transport. This kind of trip

can be planned along all the national territory, taking into consideration the limits of the

urban areas ( more impervious and less structured compared to the majority of the alpine

areas) and the internal areas of the big islands.

T H E  S T R E E T

Bike gravel on the train (multimodality)

Regional Piedmont train

Castel del Monte PUGLIA
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The city center is a comfort. It’s easier to benefit from the services, it is possible to visit and

enjoy the cultural attractions , there’s a wider choice of food and accommodation( not always),

one can take into consideration the difficulty in reaching the  city center (the time to cross the

center incoming and outcoming).

The “suitable“ city centers should have between the 8.000-50.000 inhabitants and it is not

always possibile to reach them through cycling streets, so if a city center is big enough, a rapid

crossing is guaranteed. The city center becomes a “ destination” only if there is an

accommodation center nearby  and if necessary, it is important to get supplies and buy goods

and services. A trip, which lasts less than a week doesn’t imply intermediate stops in the city

center, which will be the starting and the ending point.  For a tour, that  lasts for over 8 days it

is necessary make an intermediate stop in a city center.

The group at Domodossola - Piedmont

The group at the Sassi of Matera
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The Vib must have all the necessary to feel comfortable

and to face the outdoor climate and the bike trip.

Helmet: essential for a safe trip

Glasses: to avoid flies in the eyes

Middle-finger bike gloves

Cape or rain jacket: light, fabric breathable and of a

bright color

Zipped t-shirt with a back pocket

Bike shorts with the padding, if the path involves also

walking , it is recommended choose a short pant with no

back pockets

Shoes: closed and light shoes or open- toed shoes for the

walks

Bags: a handlebar bags for the small things, a middle one

for maintenance accessories, photo material, cape); the

backpacks are recommended

Lights: it’s good to have front light and taillight to have

more visibility  in the twilight hours , you should not ride

after dark



P A R K S  A N D  N A T U R A L  A T T R A C T O R  ( R E T E
N A T U R A  2 0 0 0 )
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The vib are very interesting in visiting these attractions, which have to be accessible and well-

organized ( with the help of an audioguide or a local one), they should have an area where to

leave the bikes in safety and they should have areas of interest. Views, endemisms, rare

animals, that will make them unique. The visit to the park will last 2 hours. It is possible to visit

only a park in one day, 2 if are close to each other and 50 km away by bike.

The park can be visited by bike or on foot.

W H E R E  T O  S L E E P

The destination of the day should have a naturalistic theme (proximity to Nature site 2000),

but it has to be an optimal place to stop and find an adequate SdA. The choice should take into

consideration the Vib group and all their needs. It is necessary to understand that the group

would ask to sleep in single rooms and consequently,  they should find SdA with more than 10

rooms, that offers a multi-building service with the distribution of the guests in 2 or 3 close

centers.

Life at Alviano Park with guide support Life Sic2sic at the Torre Guaceto regional park (

Carovigno BR)



The SdA must be located along the path or along a maximum 10 km deviation. If the deviation

is consistent, the SdA should offer an half board service. Once the Vib gets off the bike, has

little energies left to go visit around or to find the best restaurant in the area.

The Vib ask for breakfast to be served early in the morning ( from 7 am). Breakfast has to be

rich and light, sweet and sour, with fresh bread, fresh milk, natural yogurt, honey and

marmalade, homemade cake, muesli, fruit juices, the, coffee… The Vib  doesn’t like packaged

and industrial goods. B&B that serves the traditional italian breakfast is not enough.

It is important to have a place to leave the bikes and  a place to make repairs and clean them.

A laundry service with also a dryer to wash the clothes is useful. The Vib cares for a correct

waste management, for recycling and for the usage of recyclable containers. The Vib prefers

glass to plastic, has to fill water bottles and prefers pure source of water or filtered water to

plastic bottles. The Vib appreciates the own production ( oil, wine, honey, jams and vegetable

garden) and it is interested in buying these products, taking them straightway or having them

sent.

During these trips it was difficult to find the ideal places, because the same center can’t satisfy

all the requests. Sometimes we slept in double rooms, had light breakfast, take longer

deviations, slept in places not surrounded by nature. It is important to know that we must be

able to adapt to every situations.

Our trips take place in a period of low tourist season (spring and autumn), where it’s easier to

find free rooms, but sometimes the accommodation centers are on vacation or with half

personnel and therefore, services are reduced. ( less rich breakfast and restaurants with not

varies menus).
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Despite the in- depth research, in the  over 60  SdA chosen by Sic2Sic we had the following

score :

30% higher than 55 points ( 4 pedals)

45% higher than 40 points (3 pedals)

15% higher than 30 points ( 2 pedals)

10% lower than 30 points ( 1 pedal)

This score makes us understand that rarely we can reach perfection, but the Vib group are

adjustable tourists, who accept compromises (but they are not fully happy about it).

Especially, in the touristic places the out of season tour allows to stay at 4 stars or more SdA

at fair prices. The 4 star service puts automatically the center in the high quality range.

P A G E  1 1

Based on a location choice, it was build a scoring of the Vib group to support the choice of the

optimal SdA.
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3 videoclips to explore some the main themes of the project Life SIC2SIC.

(click in the image for YouTube Player)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fe4WVD91ggA&list=PL0C22EE151CD059A1&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wG8JWD918TY&list=PL0C22EE151CD059A1&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=olerpq0qPxI&list=PL0C22EE151CD059A1&index=3
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Space distribution: a careful attention to offer single rooms, bike

storage and resting rooms;

Basic services: an healthy and substantial diet at breakfast and

at dinner- transport and shuttle service- rental service-

technical bike support;

Localization and communication: ability to localize a facility in

the proximity of natural- cultural attractions ( protected areas,

natural monuments, Unesco sites, ecc.) and near to the streets

where the Vib is able to travel safely- give all the information for

the visit of the attractions (within the help of the tourist

operators) and for the optimal routes at the accommodation

facility .

The aim of this vademecum is to define and to tell about a specific

target of the tourism demand: the bike traveller (Vib). The main

purpose is to allow tourism operators ( hospitality and service) to

comprehend the best ways of adapting and of structuring in order to

widen the offerfor this specific target of demand.

As a matter of fact, in these years, the cycling tourism sector has

seen an increase in the audience, who is willing to spend more

money to live better this experience. A tourism sector, that

appreciates the tour and not only the destination, attracts an adult

public (mainly people over 65 years old) and that prefers to travel

alone or in small groups of people and that participates gladly in this

guided tour.

This vademecum offers useful ideas for the hospitality operators to

adapt to travellers’ specific needs, such as:
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The following needs of the target demand are presented for the tour

operators:

-Rental bike and e-bike to facilitate also the international groups,

that don’t travel with the ir own bike;

-tour guides to have information on the territory, routes and

technical problems;

-Baggage transport to travel light, but having all the necessary once

arrived at the resting places;

-Tour organization: Information and naturalistic guides.

The language used, along with the videos, wants to help the tour

operators to comprehend better the profile of this particular type of

demand and to understand who are the right interlocutors to reach

along the territory in order to create tour packages and interesting

offers.
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The first-hand experience we gained during the tour along the seven

regions showed us clearly that along the territory there is a lack of

fully equipped tour operators and also there is no complete offer.

Most of the bike foreign tourists who travel to Italy count on the

support of international tour operators, who benefit only from the

hospitality services ( hotel and restaurant), getting discounted

prices that cut off a good part of the company profit margin. As

things stand at the moment, this type of market tends to cut off the

small accommodation facilities , that often have to face problems

that could compromise their own survival. From the experience we

gained, it is essential the need to develop a territorial planning able

to promote a successful co-ordination between the various

accommodation facility and to prevent financial and logistical

difficulties in the system. At last, the presence of bike travelers

gives potential for the hospitality sector, but another important

aspect that one should consider is the season adjustment. On this

topic, it was proved that not only the small structures have to face

organizational difficulties, because in reality, at the seaside, where

there is a big summer tourism, there is also a big lack of offers.




